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This is what you will know by
the end of this chapter:
– The importance of understanding your costs
– How to calculate your costs
– How to calculate your profit
– How to increase your profit by saving costs
– How to set your price
– The difference between selling to shopkeepers
and selling directly to customers
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1. Introduction
Roya is happy that the shopkeeper was pleased with her first
order. On her way home, she stops at the producer’s house to pay
the producer.
When she gets home, she proudly pays back the money Amina
jan loaned her to buy materials and coordinate production. She
also pays herself for producing one panel. Amina advised her to
pay herself at the same rate as the producer.

Roya Pays Back the Money Amina Loaned Her
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Roya then counts her cash. She is surprised to have only 206
AFN. She thinks she should have more money left over.

Roya Is Surprised to Have Only 206 AFN Left Over
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2. Calculating Your Costs
Roya decides to make a list of her costs to see why she only has
206 AFN. She separates the cost of her materials and the cost of
her producer’s labour.
A. Materials Cost
First, Roya lists all the materials she used to make the peron
tumban panels. Then, she records the cost of each material.
Her fabric cost was zero since the fabric was provided by the
shopkeeper. Shafiq helps her calculate the cost of thread.
Cost of Thread = Cost of Thread per Panel × Number of Panels
= 45 AFN × 2 panels
= 90 AFN
The buckram costs 10 AFN, the needles cost 6 AFN, the chalk
costs 2 AFN and the Cellophane packaging costs 6 AFN. Roya
adds all these costs together to get a total materials cost of 114
AFN.
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Roya Calculates Her Materials Cost
1

Materials Required

Cost per Panel (AFN)

Number of Panels

Materials Cost (AFN)

Fabric

0*

2

0

Thread

45

2

90

Buckram

5

2

10

Needles

3

2

6

Chalk

1

2

2

Cellophane packaging

3

Total

57

2

2
2

3

*Note: The cost of fabric is zero because the shopkeeper provides the fabric.

Calculate Materials Cost:
List all materials, tools and other supplies you
need to make and package your product.
1

2

Calculate the cost of materials for one product.

3

Record the number of products ordered.

Multiply the cost of materials for one product by
the number of products ordered.
4

Cost of Materials 4 = Materials Cost per Product 2 ×
Number of Products 3
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4
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B. Labour Cost
Next, Roya records how much she paid her producer. She paid
her producer 400 AFN for one panel.
Labour Cost = Payment per Panel × Number of Panels
= 400 AFN × 1 panel
= 400 AFN
She paid herself the same amount.

Roya Calculates Her Labour Cost
1

Labour Required

2

3

Payment per Panel (AFN)

4

Number of Panels

Labour Cost (AFN)

Roya

400

1

400

Producer

400

1

400

Total

400

2

800

90
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Calculate Labour Cost:
1. List your producers 1 .
2. Calculate your cost per producer 4 . There are
two main ways to pay producers:
– Per piece (Labour Cost 4 = Payment per Piece 2 ×
Number of Pieces 3 )
or
– Per hour or day (Labour Cost = Hourly Wage ×
Number of Hours)
3. Add up the cost for each producer to get your
total labour cost 5

Roya adds her materials cost and her labour cost to get a total
cost of 914 AFN.
Total Cost = Materials Cost + Labour Cost
= 114 AFN + 800 AFN
= 914 AFN
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C. Hidden Cost
Roya calculates that if she spent 914 AFN to make the peron
tumban panels, she should have 286 AFN leftover from the 1,200
AFN the shopkeeper gave her. She doesn’t understand why she
only has 206 AFN.
Roya’s father asks her if she spent any money to plan and
coordinate her work. He explains that there are sometimes
hidden costs—costs not directly linked to making your order—
like the cost of phone cards and buses to get, coordinate and
deliver your order. If you forget these costs, you may lose money
on an order by accepting a price that is lower than your costs.

Hidden Cost
– Costs you didn’t think of when you agreed to an
order price
– Costs in addition to the materials and labour used
to make your product
– Cost of coordinating your order
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Roya remembers that she bought a phone card, so she could call
the producer and the shopkeeper, and coordinate her daily plans
with her husband. She also used buses to visit suppliers and to
get to the peron tumban shop.
Roya makes a list of her hidden costs. She adds them to get a
total hidden cost of 80 AFN.

Roya Calculates Her Hidden Cost
Hidden Cost Items

Total Hidden Cost (AFN)

Mobile phone card

50

Bus

30

Total Hidden Cost

80

50 AFN
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D. Total Cost
Roya adds her materials, labour and hidden costs to get a total
cost of 994 AFN. That is a lot more than the 914 AFN she thought
she had spent on the order.
Total Cost = Materials Cost + Labour Cost + Hidden Cost
= 114 AFN + 800 AFN + 80 AFN
= 994 AFN

Roya Calculates Her Total Cost

994 AFN
Total Cost

114 AFN
Materials Cost

800 AFN
Labour Cost

94

80 AFN
Hidden Cost

3. Profit
Roya now understands why she has only 206 AFN. She was paid
1,200 AFN by the shopkeeper and spent 994 AFN to complete the
order. That leaves 206 AFN.
Amina jan says the 206 AFN is Roya’s profit.
“Profit is the money left over after subtracting your costs from
your sales price, or your order payment. It is the money you have
on top of your producer fee to buy supplies for your next order
and to share with your family,” explains Amina.
Profit = Sales Price – Total Cost
= 1,200 AFN – 994 AFN
= 206 AFN

Roya Calculates Her Profit

206 AFN
Profit

1,200 AFN
Sales Price

994 AFN
Total Cost
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Roya realizes how important it is to understand her costs and
profit before she agrees an order price. If she doesn’t understand
her costs, she could lose money by agreeing a price that is lower
than her costs.
The next time Roya receives an order from the shopkeeper, she
estimates her costs and profit in her notebook before she agrees
the price.
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Sales Price: 3,600
Total Cost: 2,902
Profit: 698

Order Form
Date: June 19, 2014
Shopkeeper or Customer Name: Aman Siref
Telephone: 0777 341 266
Delivery Date: July 10, 2014
Item Ordered

Design
Details

Peron
tumban
front panel

Blue thread,
small
amount of
Kandahari
embroidery
on front
panel
around
collar

Quantity

Shopkeeper or Customer Signature:

6

Price
per
Unit
(AFN)

Total
Price
(AFN)

600

3,600

Total

3,600

Aman Siref
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A. How Changing Costs Affect Your Profit
Roya begins to plan for the production of her new order to deliver
6 peron tumban panels in six weeks for 3,600 AFN. At the thread
shop, she learns that the price of the high-quality thread she uses
has gone up, so she will make less money on her order.

15 AFN

20 AFN

The Price of Roya’s Thread Has Gone Up

Roya doesn’t know what to do. Amina suggests that she explain
her problem to the shopkeeper and ask him to increase the order
price. Roya calls the shopkeeper, but he will not increase the
agreed order price. He has already promised the peron tumban to
customers for an agreed price, so if he increases his payment to
Roya, he will lose money on the sale of the peron tumban.
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Changing costs and profit
– Check the prices of your materials regularly.
– If your materials, labour or hidden cost increases,
you make less profit.
– If your materials, labour or hidden cost
decreases, you make more profit.

Roya is upset. She does not want to complete the order, but
Amina explains that if she doesn’t keep her promise to the
shopkeeper, she will have a bad reputation, and it will be hard
to get another order, even from a different shopkeeper. If she
completes the order, the shopkeeper will see Roya’s commitment
and trust her with more orders.
Amina tells Roya to think about what she could do to reduce her
costs in order to increase her profit.
Roya realizes how important it is to check the prices of her
materials regularly because changes affect her profit. She will not
make this mistake again.
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B. Increasing Your Profit through Cost Reduction
Roya follows Amina’s advice and thinks about how she can
reduce her costs to increase her profit.

FN

FN

22 A

20 A

Cheaper Materials
She can find cheaper materials, but she must make sure they do
not reduce the quality of her product.

Discount on Materials
She can get a discount on materials by buying them in larger
amounts for several orders.
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Trained Producers
She can spend more time training her producers, so they produce
shirts more quickly and make fewer mistakes, saving time and
materials.

Recycled Materials
She can reuse scrap material, as Roya does when she uses scraps
to stuff her pillows.
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Roya knows that none of these ideas will help her with her
current order. But as her business grows, she decides she will buy
larger amounts of materials and will spend more time training
her producers.

Reducing your costs
– Reduce costs to increase your profit.
– Make sure any cost reduction does not affect the
quality of your product.
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4. Setting Your Price
After Roya successfully completes a few orders for the
shopkeeper, Amina tells her that people in the community are
talking about her business. They are impressed with how quickly
her business has grown, and they have heard about the high
quality of Roya’s work.
One of Amina’s friends has even asked if Roya will make her
a party dress with an embroidered traditional dress set for her
nephew’s wedding. Roya has embroidered several dresses for her
mother, aunt and cousins, but she has never designed and sold
her own products. She thinks she could hire a tailor to make the
dress for her, but she is not sure if she understands enough about
fashion, design and pricing to do it. She is eager to learn more.
Roya asks Amina how to price her dresses if she makes them
for personal customers. Amina offers her some tea, and they sit
down to discuss product pricing.
Amina explains that when pricing a product, you want to choose
the right price to attract customers. If your price is too high, no
one will buy your product. If your price is too low, you will not
cover your costs, and you will lose money.
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Setting your price
– If your price is too high, no one will buy your
product.
– If your price is too low, you will not cover your
costs, and you will lose money.
– If your price is just right, you will attract
customers and make money.
Remember how to calculate profit
– Sales Price – Total Cost = Profit
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If your price is too high, no one will buy your product.

If your price is too low, you will not cover your costs,
and you will lose money.

If your price is just right, you will attract
customers and make money.
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Amina tells Roya what she must know to set the right price:
– The cost of producing her product
– Prices of similar products that customers buy
Roya already knows how to calculate her costs. She asks Amina
why she needs to know the prices of similar products. Amina
explains that knowing what customers pay for similar, or
competitive, products helps you determine what customers will
pay for your product.
“Go to the market and look for products like yours. See which
products customers buy and how much they pay for them. Why
do customers choose those products? Compare your products and
business with those of your competitors. Your competitors are the
businesses selling products like yours.”
Amina lists the things to consider:
1. Style and Design
Is your design unique? How is your design different from or more
fashionable than your competitors’ designs? If your embroidery
design is the same as everyone else’s, you must price your
product lower than your competitors to attract customers. If your
design is different and customers like it, you can charge more for
your product.
2. Quality
How does your quality compare to your competitors’ quality? If
you use higher-quality fabric, better embroidery or finer finishing
details on your product, you can sell your product for a higher
price to customers who are looking for quality.
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If customers care about quality and design:
– You can price higher if you have higher-quality
materials, highly skilled producers, better
designs or handmade products.
– You must price lower if you have lower-quality
materials, less skilled producers or basic
designs.

3. Service
Do you provide better service than your competitors? Are you
always friendly? Do you adjust the fit of a dress for a customer?
Do you deliver? If customers want service, you can charge more
for better service, or you can use service to make your business
different from your competitors’ businesses if your design and
quality are the same. But if customers don’t care about service,
they won’t pay more for it.
“Sometimes you have to test your products and prices,” says
Amina. “Set your prices based on your competitors’ prices
and your costs. If customers are not buying your products, try
lowering your prices. If they aren’t buying your products at your
lowest prices, you need to change your products. If products are
selling quickly, you may be able to increase your prices, but you
will lose customers if you increase prices too much.”
Roya visits a women’s market. She looks at the party dresses with
traditional embroidered dress sets people buy. She writes notes
on design, quality and service for each product and records prices
in her notebook.
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Roya knows she cannot compete with the prices of the machineembroidered dresses, so she looks at the prices of high-quality
hand-embroidered dresses to set her price. The customers who
buy these dresses care about quality, so they will like her dresses,
too.

Roya Looks at Prices of High-Quality
Hand-Embroidered Dresses in the Market

Roya thinks she can work with a tailor to produce a party dress
with a high-quality traditional embroidered dress set for 1,050
AFN. Similar dresses in the women’s market are priced between
1,200 and 1,450 AFN.
She decides to set her price at 1,400 AFN because her dresses are
custom-made. This price gives her a profit of 350 AFN per dress.
If the prices of similar dresses had been lower than 1,050 AFN,
she would not make the dress. If she did, she would lose money.
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5. Pricing and Profit for Sales to Customers
and Shopkeepers
Now that Roya knows how much customers pay for high quality,
traditional embroidered clothing in the women’s market, she
wonders why the shopkeeper, who sells even higher quality
products, pays her only 600 AFN per peron tumban panel. She
asks Amina if she should work with a tailor to make her own
peron tumban and dresses and sell them to shopkeepers for 1,400
AFN.
Amina reminds Roya that shopkeepers expect a lower price for
products than customers do. This is because shopkeepers need
to sell products at a competitive price that will attract customers,
while covering their marketing, sales and other costs.
Roya is confused. If shopkeepers expect a lower price than
customers, she will always make more profit selling to customers.
Why should she sell to shopkeepers at all?
Amina reminds Roya that even though you generally make more
profit per product selling directly to customers, you often make
more overall profit by selling to shopkeepers. This is because
customers buy only a few products each, and customers can be
difficult to find. Shopkeepers buy several products, which they
sell to the many customers they already have.
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Amina uses an example from her own business. “Last month,
I sold 2 embroidered dress sets to personal customers. I made
a profit of 250 AFN on each set, so my total profit from sales to
personal customers was 500 AFN. The same month, I sold 16
embroidered dress sets to shopkeepers at a profit of 100 AFN per
set. My overall profit on sales to shopkeepers was 1,600 AFN.
“Even though I got a lower price from shopkeepers, I sold more
products to them, so I made more money overall. I also had
regular orders, sold every product I made and did not have to
worry about keeping up with fashion trends. The shopkeepers did
that for me.”

2 Dress Sets × 250 AFN = 500
AFN

16 Dress Sets × 100 AFN = 1,600 AFN
Amina Makes More Overall Profit Selling to Shopkeepers
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Roya understands. She decides to focus on selling to shopkeepers,
especially since she still has a lot to learn about fashion and
design. But she will hire a tailor and make the dress for Amina’s
friend to test working with personal customers. One day, she
hopes to sell to both customers and shopkeepers.

Selling directly to customers and
through shopkeepers
You may make more profit per product when selling
directly to customers, but you sell more products to
shopkeepers, making your overall profit higher.
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6. Trainer’s Notes: Exercises

Section 2. Calculating Your Costs
2.1. Make a list of your costs for an order of two of your products.
Calculate your costs using the Costing and Profit Worksheet in the
Resources section of the Toolkit.
2.2. What are your hidden costs?
2.3. What is your total cost?
Section 3. Profit
3.1. Calculate your profit on the sale of two products using the
Costing and Profit Worksheet in the Resources Section of the
Toolkit.
3.2. Could any of your costs increase in the next six months? If so,
why?
3.3. How can you reduce your costs?
Section 4. Setting Your Price
4.1. What are the prices of similar products that customers buy?
4.2. Are your prices higher or lower? Why?
Section 5. Pricing and Profit for Sales to
Customers and Shopkeepers
5.1. Will or do you sell directly to customers or to shopkeepers?
Why?
5.2. Why might your profit per product be higher when you sell
directly to customers?
5.3. Why might your overall profit be higher when you sell to
shopkeepers?
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Imagine you are embroidering traditional dress sets. Answer the
questions below using the following information:
– Order size: 10 traditional dress sets
– Costs per product:
Buckram = 15 AFN
Labour = 800 AFN
Thread = 30 AFN
– Price to shopkeepers for 1 dress set = 1,000 AFN
– Price to customers for 1 dress set = 1,200 AFN
1. What costs are missing from the list of costs above? Estimate
those costs.
2. What is the total cost of producing this order?
3. How could you reduce costs?
4. What is your profit if you sell to a shopkeeper?
5. What is your profit if you sell to customers in the market?
6. Would you sell to a shopkeeper or to customers in the market?
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